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A coupled hydro-mechanical model is presented tomodel fluid driven fracturing in layered
porous rocks. In the model the solid elastic continuum is described by a discrete element
approach coupled with a fluid continuum grid that is used to solve Darcy based pressure
diffusion. The model assumes poro-elasto-plastic effects and yields real time dynamic
aspects of the fracturing and effective stress evolution under the influence of excess
fluid pressure gradients. We show that the formation and propagation of hydrofractures
are sensitive to mechanical and tectonic conditions of the system. In cases where
elevated fluid pressure is the sole driving agent in a stable tectonic system, sealing layers
induce permutations between the principal directions of the local stress tensor, which
regulate the growth of vertical fractures and may result in irregular pattern formation or
sub-horizontal failure below the seal. Stiffer layers tend to concentrate differential stresses
and lead to vertical fracture growth, whereas the layer-contact tends to fracture if the
strength of the neighboring rock is comparably high. If the system has remained under
extension for a longer time period, the developed hydrofractures propagate by linking
up confined tensile fractures in competent layers. This leads to the growth of large-scale
normal faults in the layered systems, so that subsequently the effective permeability is
highly variable over time and the faults drain the system. The simulation results are shown
to be consistent with some of the field observations carried out in the Oman Mountains,
where abnormal fluid pressure is reported to be a significant factor in the development
of several generations of local and regional fracture and fault sets.
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Introduction
Fluid overpressure in the Earth’s crust is a major controlling factor for the mechanics of fracturing
and faulting in a variety of geological settings [1]. Overpressure yields a feedback on the background
stress regime at depths in the crust and enhances the potential brittle deformation of rocks [2, 3],
so that existing fractures and joints open and the frictional resistance along fault planes is reduced.
In general stress fields within the Earth’s crust can change as a function of fluid pressure,
tectonic stresses or material heterogeneities. In confined sedimentary basins (impermeable fault
zones and cap rocks) as well as regions of low-grade metamorphism, high fluid pressure develops
and often becomes near-lithostatic to eventually trigger fluid assisted fracturing or hydrofracturing
Ghani et al. Hydrofractures
(Figure 1). This phenomenon may also result in the permutation
of the local stress tensor so that induced fractures become
horizontal, a process that is sensitive to tectonic diagenesis
and may trigger small scale seismic events or fault reactivation
[4–8]. In addition, [9] indicated that heterogeneity and
contrasting mechanical properties in rocks can also induce
changes in the principal stress magnitude and intrusive bodies
e.g., horizontal dykes and sills may render the process of stress
permutation at least at the local scale [10, 11].
The mechanism of hydrofracturing is a highly dynamic
process and consists of at least a two-way feedback between the
hydraulic and mechanical domains of a geological system. In
porous rocks the mechanical behavior of the solid material is
related to its intrinsic porosity, which due to poroelastic effects
is one of the governing factors for the permeability evolution.
Effective stress perturbations due to pressure variations and
fracturing influence the primary porosity and increase the bulk
permeability of the host rock [12]. Hydrofracture propagation
facilitates the development of permeable pathways, which
significantly enhance flow rates. This behavior impacts on
fluid migration in geological systems in a number of ways
for instance reservoir quality [13–15], episodic expulsion and
entrapment of ore-forming fluids [16] as well as the activation
of geothermal circulation/venting with the induction of pressure
and temperature anomalies [11, 17]. Miller and Nur [18] describe
the “toggle switch” behavior of hydrofractures leading to sudden
permeability enhancement or reduction associated with a switch
from high to low pressure and backwards. Vass et al. [19] study
the impact of chemical fracture sealing over the evolution of joint
and faults created by overpressures due to fluid flow. Aochi et al.
FIGURE 1 | (A) Fluid overpressure below a seal in a sedimentary basin. (B) Fluid overpressure developing in a source region that is either a layer or an elliptical area.
(C) Mohr circle diagram showing how an increase in fluid pressure shifts the Mohr circle from its initial compressive stress state at the right side to the left into the
tensile regime leading to failure. (D) Mohr diagram of effective stress state where fluid overpressure reduces the differential stress and fluidizes the system. The
reduction of differential effective stress is found in sedimentary basins below seals [51].
[20] model the seismicity induced along a fault by hydrofracture
or fluid flow. Kobchenko et al. [21] image how fractures get
activated and transport fluid during heating of low permeability
rocks.
Most of the previous numerical tools used to study fracturing
do not take the real time effects of material properties (e.g., stress-
effective porosity evolution and vice versa due to poroelasticity)
on the developing fracture patterns into account. Neither do
they account for the seepage forces due to fluid circulation.
This process is complex and depends also on the fracture
geometry, fluid pressure diffusion and the strain field conditions.
In the presented paper, we show how these factors influence
the formation of different fracture patterns that develop under
high fluid pressure gradients. The present work is a continuation
of [22], in which a 2D coupled model with Darcy based fluid
pressure diffusion is introduced and implemented to study
hydrofracturing in homogeneous porous rocks. The model
permits the quantitative and qualitative study of the evolution
of the effective stress field in accordance with porosity-effective
pressure elevation, the dynamic interaction with the initiation
and growth of fractures in terms of deformation-induced
permeability variations and the respective pattern formation.
In the current work, we consider layered heterogeneous rock
configurations to discuss the corresponding effects of material
properties (e.g., stiffness, breaking strength) and initial noise in
the system on the developing structures. In addition, we give
an example of how layer-confined vertical fractures develop into
normal faults, and how this transition changes the permeability
(fluid flow) in a multi-layer sedimentary sequence [23]. The
assigned numerical scheme [22] conceded a similar approach of
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poroelasticity and fluid flow in granular media [24–26], during
hydrofracture or aerofracture [27–31], shearing of gouge layers
in faults [32, 33] or instabilities during sedimentation [34–37].
Fracturing in the brittle crust mainly takes place in extensional
and shear modes depending on the balance between the
differential stress (σ1 − σ3) and rock tensile strength T.
Theoretically, the predominant state of triaxial compressive
stress due to gravity loading [38] favors only shear failure
in rocks at depth, therefore for extensional fractures to open
under these conditions, an additional force is needed to produce
tensile stresses. This additional force is thought to come from
the fluid pressure that builds up in pores and existing cracks
[39–41].
For a fluid saturated rock mass in the crust, stresses that act on
fluid and solid should be separated from stresses that act on the
solid alone. Solid stresses can be defined by Terzaghi’s law where
normal effective stress σ ′ij is given by
σ ′ij = σij − Pf δij (1)
with σij being the total normal stress, Pf the pore fluid pressure
and δij the Kronecker delta with the sign convention of positive
compressive stress. A Mohr diagram is often used to illustrate
the respective failure mode in Rock Mechanics. In Figure 1 the
Mohr circle represents a 2D stress state in the Earth’s crust with
σ1 and σ3 being compressive on the right hand side. Excess
in fluid pressure Pf reduces the value of the effective stresses,
driving Mohr’s circle toward the left along the σn-axis from its
initial compressive stress state. When the least effective stress
transects the composite Mohr-Coulomb failure envelop in the
tensile regime the rock fails.
In order to understand the effects of fluid pressure on
fracturing and vice versa in heterogeneous systems one has
to look at the evolution of fluid pressure gradients and the
respective poroelastic response as a result of stress perturbations
in the porous matrix [3, 24, 42–45]. For tensile fracturing in
overpressured rocks the order of magnitude of the effect of pore
pressure pertaining to Biot’s poroelastic response on Terzaghi’s
effective stress state can be approximated by the pore-fluid factor
λv [5, 40].
λv =
Pf
σv
= v
1− v− (1− 2v)αp
(2)
which is the ratio of pore fluid pressure to vertical stress.
Depending on the poroelastic factor αp (0–1 for most rocks)
and the Poisson ratio v of the rock, the pore pressure required
for hydraulic extensional fracturing is hydrostatic if (λv < 0.4)
in near surface extensional regimes, superhydrostatic (0.4 <
λv < 1.0) in low permeable and well cemented rocks and
superlithostatic when (λv ≥ 1.0) in compressional regimes at
depth.
However, using Terzaghi’s law in three dimensions assuming
that all principal stresses are affected by fluid pressure in the same
way is a simplification [46–49]. First of all the term fluid pressure
has to be well defined. For example Cobbold and Rodrigues [50]
argue that the fluid overpressure should be used in Terzaghi’s law.
Second of all the behavior of the rock depends on the mechanical
and hydraulic boundary conditions, so that the fluid overpressure
term in Equation (1) is not a scalar and the differential stress may
change as well. These effects are observed byHillis [51] for several
sedimentary basins where overpressure leads to a reduction of
the differential stress and the least principal stress is linked to
the fluid pressure. In a simplified version the horizontal effective
stress below a seal in an over pressurized zone in a sedimentary
basin can be expressed by
σ ′3 = κe (σ1 − P) , (3)
where P is the local overpressure and κ an elastic proportionality
[50]. In this case the fluid overpressure affects the vertical and
horizontal stress differently and as a consequence the differential
stress is reduced (Figure 1). Rocks are porous so that fluid
can percolate through the rock, therefore the actual force that
acts on the walls of pores or cracks and leads to rock failure
(hydrofracturing) is the fluid pressure gradient (leading to
seapage forces, [50]). The fluid pressure in a simplified system
can be expressed by the following equation [50]
P = ρgz −
(qµ
k
)
z +
(
Qµ
2k
)
z2, (4)
with the first term representing the hydrostatic fluid pressure (as
a function of density ρ, gravity g and depth z), the second term
representing fluid overpressure build up below a seal as a function
of influx of fluid (with q = darcy velocity, µ = fluid viscosity
and k = permeability) and the last term representing a source
term, which could be fluid generation in a layer (with Q the fluid
production, Figure 1). The last two terms in equation 4 lead to
fluid assisted fracturing [50].
Materials and Methods
In order to numerically simulate the development of fluid
assisted fractures and hydrofractures, we employ a coupled
two-dimensional hydro-mechanical approach to model a 2D
pressurized sedimentary section in the Earth’s crust (Figure 2).
Themodel is explained in detail in Ghani et al. [22]. The approach
combines the continuum description of fluid pressure with a
discrete description of deformable elastic solid where the later is
represented by a hybrid triangular lattice-particle model and is
blanketed over a stationary square grid (larger grid constant) of
fluid pressure such that the boundaries of the two lattices coincide
with each other. Accommodating local mass to momentum
conservation a pressure gradient evolves for a given solid-fluid
configuration according to local strain conditions through a
poro-elasto-plastic relationship. The model is grounded on the
same hypothesis as Flekkøy et al. [24], which emphasizes the
growth of hydro-driven fractures in the light of instantaneous
and synergistic evolution of rock permeability and interstitial
pressure diffusion in the porous elastic medium. In the following
subsections we outline the constitutive elements of the coupled
scheme [23].
It is assumed that the seepage force at local scale as a function
of the evolution of fluid pressure gradients induces localized
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FIGURE 2 | The figure shows the initial model configuration and the fluid-solid interaction criteria [23]. (A) Sketch shows a single layered cap-rock
geometry, where a sub-horizontal low permeable layer is sandwiched between a permeable matrix. (B) Sketch illustrating how the coupled particle-lattice
model overlays the pressure grid field in physical space. The linear dark gray background depicts transactions of hydrostatic to lithostatic fluid pressures due
to a low permeable seal. (C) Sketch showing the fluid-solid interaction according to the smoothing function, with the gray background depicting the pressure
gradient toward the central fluid node.
perturbations in the effective stress field which may lead to rock
deformation. Therefore, the continuum fluid phase is determined
exclusively in terms of the pressure field P
(
x, y
)
, where
(
x, y
)
are
the coordinates of the two-dimensional grid space. The inertia
of the fluid is not considered in the model, which is justified
for a fluid flow with low Reynolds number as in the concerned
case where the fracture aperture or the particle movement is
comparable to the diameter of the particles.
Using Darcy law in order to express the seepage velocity
through the porous media, a time dependent governing
Equation (5) of pressure diffusion is established from the mass
conservation of fluid and solid [27, 33, 35].
φβ
[
∂P
∂t
+ u∇ · P
]
= ∇·
[
(1+ βP) K
µ
∇P
]
−(1+ βP)∇u, (5)
where φ = 1 − ρ is the porosity, β is the fluid compressibility,
P is the fluid pressure and u is the solid velocity field. K and
µ stand for permeability and fluid viscosity respectively. The
implementation of the diffusion equation is obtained by an
Alternate Direction Implicit (ADI) method [52]. In the model,
the pressure gradient over a given volume develops according
to the permeability K, which is an explicit output of the discrete
elastic model as a function of variation in local porosity ∅ (x, y).
The local permeability K (∅) is determined through a Kozeny-
Carman relation given by Carman [53]
K (∅) = r
2
45
∅3
(1−∅)2 , (6)
where r is a fixed grain size (1µm) and 45 is an empirical constant
valid for a packing of spherical grains.
The DEM elasto-plastic module “Latte” of the software
package “Elle” [54, 55] is used to simulate brittle deformation
in porous rocks. The setup is a 2D hybrid lattice-particle model
in which the discrete elements are connected with linear elastic
springs. The DEM model determines the discrete description
of isotropic elastic continua of a real system with an elastic
spring constant k as a function of the macro-scale elastic material
property E. This setup can thus be used to simulate plain
strain deformation problems according to linear elasticity theory
[24] with
k =
√
3
2
El, (7)
where l stands for the two dimensional model thickness of a
given configuration. In order to model heterogeneous material
i.e., layered sedimentary rocks, local changes in spring constant
k describe the corresponding variation in the mechanical
properties (stiffness) of the material. A standard over-relaxation
algorithm [56] is used to obtain the equilibrium configuration
of the elastic system after each simulation time step (based on
the net forces applied on each node). In the plastic part of the
model, springs break and imitate local failure of the material
if the force acting on them exceeds a prescribed threshold (σc)
corresponding to the local tensile strength. The average threshold
of the tensile strength is related to the stress intensity factor
KI = σI
√
c, where σI is the critical stress for the relevant
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displacement of fracture walls and c is the characteristic length
of micro-cracks in the material [24]. Broken springs get removed
from the network and the associated particles lose cohesion but
are still subject to repulsive forces when they meet.
Deformation mechanics of the coupled continuum-elastic
model is governed by a mutual momentum exchange between
the solid and fluid phase at the scale of a unit volume cell
of the continuum system. The net force Fni acting on a
particle i is composed of three components, interaction force fe
from neighboring particles (either connected with a spring or
repulsive forces), seepage force fp resulting from interstitial fluid
pressure and external forces, which are gravity fg and tectonic
forces determined by imposed large scale strains (via forces
implemented on the lateral boundaries of the model). The net
force is given as
Fni = fe + fp + fg . (8)
In the elastic part of the model, each spring inherits a spring
constant k and an equilibrium length a, which is identical to the
sum of the initial radii of two connected particles. The inter-
particle force fe, which acts along the connected elastic springs
is proportional to the given spring constant
fe =
∑
j
kij
(∣∣−→a ij∣∣− ∣∣−→x i−−→x j∣∣) · nˆij, (9)
where the sum is over all connected neighbor nodes j,−→x i and−→x j
are the positions of the connected nodes, and nˆij is the unit vector
pointing from the centroid of node i to node j.
The seepage force is generated due to the gradient of the
non-hydrostatic part of the pressure field and is a result of
the momentum exchange between the elastic material and the
viscous fluid flowing in the reservoir. Assuming negligible fluid-
solid friction at the interface surface, the only coupling force is
the pore pressure gradient 1P induced by a fluid source in the
reservoir. The pressure force fp on the surface normal of a given
particle configuration in the unit grid cell (Figure 2) of surface
area dA is calculated by an area-weight smoothing function.
fp = −
∫
PdA, (10)
where P = P0 − ρf gz, with P0 the local fluid pressure in the
reservoir at some reference depth z, ρf the fluid density, and g
the gravity constant.
In the coupledmodel the term gravitational force incorporates
the gravity effects of both the fluid and solid where the later
together with the hydrostatic part of pore pressure determines the
effective stress field σeff =
(
ρs − ρf
)
gz in the system. The gravity
force on each particle in the elastic module is inferred using the
formulation
f
g
i = ρsπR2i gC, (11)
where ρs is the solid mass density, R
2
i = r2i Swith S the dimension
of the real system (1000 m), g is the acceleration of gravity and
C = 2/3 is a scale factor derived in Ghani et al. [22] to acquire a
compatible one dimensional lithostatic stress for an isotropic 2D
linear elastic solid.
The two way interaction between the porous solid and the
hydrodynamic phase is achieved through the use of a projection
operator from the discrete space to the fluid grid space, using a
smoothing function s (ri − r0), which distributes the weight of a
particle over the four neighboring fluid grid nodes as shown in
Figure 2C.
s (ri − r0) =
{ (
1− lx
1x
) (
1− ly
1y
)
if lx < 1x, ly < 1y
0 otherwise
(12)
where ri
(
x, y
)
, r0
(
x, y
)
are the positions of the particle and
grid node respectively, lx = |xi − x0| and ly =
∣∣yi − y0∣∣
are the relative distances and 1x, 1y are the lattice constant
along the x and y coordinates. This setup is also called “cloud
in cell” method which renders the translation of mass m and
velocity v of individual particles into continuous local particle
density ρ (r0) =
∑
i s (ri − r0) and velocity fields u (r0) =∑
i uis (ri − r0), where subscript i runs over the number of
particles present in a unit area associated with a particular grid
node at position r0. The same smoothing function is also used to
obtain the drag force fp = −
∑
k s (ri−r0)(∇P/ρn)k on a single
particle due to fluid pressure, index k runs over four nearest
grid nodes. The basic approximations to this approach are the
multiplication of the calculated 2D solid fraction with 2/3, as
well as setting of a lower cutoff of the 2D solid fraction e.g.,
ρmin = 0.25, detailed descriptions are given in Ghani et al. [22].
This type of model for the fluid-solid coupling and mapping
from 2D to 3D has been validated by successful comparison
with experiments on mixed fluid/dense granular flows, in
aerofracture [27, 30, 31] or instabilities during sedimentation
[25, 26, 34, 35].
Two different approaches have been used in order to account
for anisotropies in the model, we insert single layers and multi-
layers of dissimilar material and sedimentary properties. A
single horizontal layer is defined in the lower half section of
the model in order to depict a sealed reservoir which inherits
different stiffness values and low permeability relative to the
underlying reservoir and overburden rock (Figures 2A,B). In the
multi-layered model, four layers of low permeability and high
stiffness are considered at regular intervals along the vertical
coordinate. According to the boundary conditions considered,
loading includes an increase of fluid pressure in the fluid lattice
(corresponding to phase transition, fluid source or fluid injection
in this zone), a vertical loading due to gravity, or a horizontal
loading due to tectonic strains by moving the lateral boundary
walls. In all models, the elastic system is constrained by elastic
walls at the two lateral and the bottom boundaries, whereas the
upper boundary is set free in order to attain an equilibrium under
gravity loading. The elastic walls are described as linear elastic
springs so that the force on any interacting particle from a wall
is proportional to the distance that the particle is pushed into
the wall. For instance, the force by a lateral wall on the particle
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i contacted at location x = xw is
fi =
{−kw (xi + ri − xw) nx, if xi + ri − xw > 0
0 else
(13)
where kw is a spring constant for wall interaction ri is the
particle radius, nx is a unit vector along the x-axis. In the
elastic domain, relaxation and plastic deformation (i.e., sliding
and rearrangement of the relative grain positions) is assumed to
be instantaneous relative to the diffusion of the fluid pressure.
This amounts to neglect the inertial terms and the propagation
of seismic waves and equilibrate elastic stresses with seepage
forces and gravity. After each time dependent diffusion step of
fluid pressure, the elastic equilibrium is acquired on account of
the elasto-plastic deformation in the material by the subjected
seepage forces and other loadings.
At layer interfaces, the elastic constant of springs is taken
as an average of the constants of the respective boundary
particles. This presents a gradual change of mechanical properties
corresponding to models of layered sedimentary rocks. The
Young’s modulus, the breaking strength of springs and the
layer thicknesses are predefined in the models. The respective
constituents of the elastic system are assumed to be homogeneous
corresponding to their material properties on large scale,
however, in order to grasp the effect of the inherited disorder
of a real material, we set a pseudo-random distribution of
the breaking strength (Figure 3). Natural disorder in geological
media corresponds to the ubiquitous presence of Griffith’s micro-
cracks, variation in their densities and lengths and other defects,
which are present at the grain scale. It has been demonstrated
that fracture patterns that are observed both in the field and
laboratory can be numerically reproduced by implying realistic
normal distributions of breaking strength in DEM models
[57–60]. The overall breaking strength of the model material, and
its failure mode, is sensitive to the lower values of the quenched
distribution [61–63].
The subsequent model setup is thus analogous to confined
reservoirs with seal layers of very low permeability. In each
simulation the coupled model starts from a fully relaxed state and
is progressively loaded in small steps. The model is subject to a
random pressure source that complies a probability distribution
function (0 ≤ P ≤ 1) with a maximum pressure in the middle
of the lower permeable layer (below the seal)—this represents
a possible phase transition in this lower layer associated with
a pressure rise, or the arrival of fluid from the bottom. An
increase in pore pressure in the source layer creates a linear
pressure gradient across the impermeable seal, which ultimately
develops high buoyancy forces in the surrounding matrix. This
causes high concentration of stresses in the seal layer and
depending on material properties of the model constituents it
triggers different patterns of successive fracture propagation at
relatively weak rock elements (intrinsic flaws). The induction
of the fractures accommodates the strain and eventually the
stress relief in the elastic system following a rearrangement of
particle positions. This concurrently promotes a local change in
the background porosity, which by influencing the permeability
results in diffusion of pore overpressure in the fractured zone.
The evolution of the pore fluid pressure provides a feedback
to the stress field in the system and leads to fracture growth
along the pressure gradient and results in a regular fracture
network. The cycle is echoed successively following the two-way
temporal and spatial feedback between hydraulic pressure and
strain evolution and associated fracturing in the porous matrix
until both the continuity equation and the discrete grains are
relaxed, a dynamic stationary equilibrium is found and fracturing
ceases.
A varying range of mechanical and hydraulic properties are
used in the simulation setup in order to realistically represent the
mechanism of quasi-static hydro-driven brittle deformation in
heterogeneous rocks in the shallow crust. This involves a switch
from sub-vertical to horizontal tensile fracturing as a function of
the direction of the principal stress tensor due to high pressure
gradients in high pressurized systems [5, 64] as well as in low
permeability fault zones [7].
Results
We present 5 different simulations where the first four have
a geometry with one horizontally aligned low-permeable
FIGURE 3 | Strength distribution of springs for the different simulations showing dimensionless (left hand side) and scaled values (right hand side).
(A) Represents the distribution used in experiments 1–4 whereas (B) represents the layer properties used for experiment 5.
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layer—similar to a cap-rock, whereas the fifth simulation
contains multiple layers. Figure 4A illustrates the initial
configuration of the single layered models where a horizontal
layer with a thickness of 10% of the model height is emplaced in
the lower half of the simulation. Tectonic loading is not included
in these models. The fifth example shows fracture formation
under an extensional stress regime in addition to abnormal fluid
pressure and the developing patterns in a multilayer system.
In all the simulations the solid skeleton (elastic lattice) of
the reference model has a resolution of 100 × 150 disc-shaped
particles which define an area of 1:1 km, the model thus
bears a linear gravitational loading of a 1 km long sedimentary
column in the uppermost crust with a Poisson ratio of 1/3.
The mechanical parameters and other characteristics for the
respective simulation examples are given inTable 1, a low average
porosity of 7% is taken for seal layers compared to 35% of the
surrounding matrix. As boundary conditions the coupled system
is confined mechanically at the lateral and lower boundaries until
otherwise described whereas hydraulically it is restrained at the
side boundaries. The distribution of breaking strengths for the
different simulations are shown in Figures 5A,B. The overall
breaking strength of the model material will be at the lower end
of the distribution.
In the first simulation we attempt to model bedding parallel
and bedding normal fractures in a heterogeneous medium,
structures that can be found in limestone sequences of the Oman
Mountains. Figure 4A shows the model evolution where red is
the matrix, darker red the stiff seal layer and blue fractures. In
the simulation the Young’s modulus of the seal layer is taken to
be 10 times higher than the surrounding matrix. In addition the
breaking strength of springs in the horizontal seal layer are set to
be 10 times lower than the strength of the matrix. The material
has a background Young’s modulus of 35 GPa and a breaking
strength in the range of 21–115MPa. The breaking strength of
the whole aggregate will be controlled mainly by the lower values
and thus be around 21–25MPa. The fluid has a compressibility
of 4.5 × 10−10 Pa−1, a viscosity of 0.001 Pas and one time step
in the model is equivalent to 0.1 days. Fluid pressure input is fast
enough for fluid pressure gradients to build up.
The development of the fracture pattern in Figure 4A shows
that the layer first develops layer perpendicular fractures. These
are initiated by the fluid pressure gradient, however their
orientation is given by the heterogeneous gravity-induced stress
field so that the lowest stress is horizontal. During successive
increase in fluid pressure the initial fractures cannot drain
the system and a horizontal fracture develops at the lower
boundary of the seal. In the closed and confined system, seepage
forces generated by the accumulated pore pressure counter the
lithostatic stress component σv. The vertical compressive stress
reduces in a non-linear fashion and gradually turns into the
tensile regime (Figure 4C). In the absence of any tectonic loading
a subsequent increase in fluid pressure results in the directional
FIGURE 4 | (A) Shows a simulation of the development of initial layer perpendicular fractures in a stiffer impermeable seal (dark red layer) followed by layer parallel
fractures. Time proceeds from left to right and fractures are represented by blue color. Fluid is injected randomly in the lowest soft and permeable layer. This creates a
high pressure drop across the seal and results in permeability changes through fracturing. (B) The figure shows the differential stress state on the onset of fracturing in
the system, where the blue color represents low and the red high differential stress. The less permeable seal shows high stress concentrations whereas the layer below
the seal shows low stresses due to high fluid pressures. The high differential stress that is accumulated in the stiffer seal layer is relieved with time following fracturing
in the seal. (C) Graph showing the evolution of the magnitude of the stress in the × (horizontal) and y (vertical) direction and the differential stress in the seal. A switch
from compressive to a tensile state of vertical stress is seen in the seal and at the interface. The low permeability of the seal results in conditions for layer parallel
fracturing. (D) Mohr circle description of the stress states graphed in c illustrating the complexity of stress changes as a function of an increase in fluid pressure.
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TABLE 1 | Showing parameters for different experiments.
Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3 Simulation 4 Simulation 5
Young’s modulus (GPa) 35 80 80 80 80
Seal-Young’s modulus (GPa) 35× 5 – – – 80× 5
Model–Strength range (Td) 21–115MPa 4.8–74MPa 4.8–74MPa 4.8–74MPa 4.8–74MPa
Model–Av. strength (Tdav) 35MPa 15MPa 15MPa 15MPa 15MPa
Seal–strength range (MPa) – – Td × 0.5 Td × 0.1 –
Seal–av. strength (MPa) – – Tdav × 0.5 Tdav × 0.1 –
Model–av. Porosity (%) 35 35 35 35 35
Seal–av. porosity (%) 7 7 7 7 7
Pressure input (distribution) Local 50MPa/0.1 days Local 50MPa/0.1 days Local 50MPa/0.1 days Local 50MPa/0.1 days Lower boundary 25MPa
Lateral strain – – – – 0.0000001
switch of the compressive stress components, upon which the
system is subjected to overburden uplift at the layer interface
as well as the concentration of stresses in the low permeable
seal layer (Figure 4B). The simulation exhibits two patterns of
hydrofracture growth due to a high Young’s modulus of the seal
layer. Fluid pressure gradients and a high stress concentration
in the seal lead to layer perpendicular fractures. In addition
as shown in graph (Figure 4C), the vertical stress component
reduces faster than the horizontal component which leads to
a second set of successive layer parallel fractures at the seal
and source layer interface. This results in tensile/hybrid tensile
shear fracturing along the layer interface and eventually leads
to seal failure. A graph showing the evolution of the stresses
in the vertical (y) and the horizontal (x) directions and the
corresponding trend of a Mohr diagram during the simulation
are illustrated respectively in (Figures 4C,D). The Mohr diagram
can be explained as follows: first both stresses, the vertical and
the horizontal decrease due to the high fluid pressure gradients.
The horizontal stress meets the simulation walls on the left
and right hand side, which is mimicking an endless system.
The vertical stress can act against the free upper surface that is
only confined by gravity. Therefore, extension in this direction
is easier so that the originally highest vertical stress becomes
the smallest principal stress and eventually is tensile leading to
layer parallel fracturing. This effect is enhanced by the sealing
layer that leads to higher fluid pressure gradients in the vertical
direction. In this scenario an increase in fluid pressure does not
simply lead to a movement of the Mohr circle toward the left
hand side of the Mohr diagram, but to an initial decrease of
mean and differential stress, a flip of the stress direction and
finally a small increase in differential stress leading to the final
failure.
The presumed setup is analogous to confined reservoirs
with seal rocks of low permeability. Seals in fluid filled layered
reservoirs are commonly soft rocks i.e., shales, however, during
the evolution of sedimentary basin the mechanical compaction
and other diagenetic processes may increase the stiffness of the
soft seal up to a significant order ofmagnitude, whichmay change
the conditions for hydrofracturing, their arrest and propagation
over time [65, 66]. If an increase in internal fluid pressure is
the main forcing, it seems that a soft layer on top of the seal
behaves as stress obstruction for fracture propagation. In this
case the heterogeneous system may fail in the form of layer
parallel shearing at the macro scale and thus facilitate fluid
migration along layer contacts. This is in agreement with field
studies [67, 68], which indicate that vertically growing fractures
preferentially propagate through stiff rocks rather than through
soft layers. On this basis one may predict that bedding parallel
veins are a sign of abnormal fluid pressure.
Figure 5 illustrates three simulation runs in which the
sandwiched seal layer has different properties than the one
shown in Figure 4. The three layers in the model contain the
same default value of Young’s modulus, however the breaking
strength of springs in the enclosed seal layer of the simulation
shown in Figures 5B,C is 0.5 and 0.1 times weaker than that
of the simulation shown in Figure 5A (Table 1). The material
has a Young’s modulus of 80 GPa and a breaking strength
range of 5–74MPa with a large-scale overall breaking strength
of 15MPa (Figure 3). The layered heterogeneities have a great
influence on the fracture propagation and variable fracture
pattern development. In addition, because the breaking strength
of the matrix is low compared to the model shown in Figure 4,
the fluid pressure gradient at the source is high enough to fracture
the weaker matrix around the source where fluid pressure
gradients are highest.
In the simulation shown in Figure 5A vertical tension
fractures nucleate at the source zone in the lower layer and
propagate upward (Figure 5A, timestep: 400, 40 days) under the
influence of gravity and pressure gradients. Once the fractures
reach the seal they are obstructed and stop to propagate vertically
(Figure 5A, timestep: 700, 70 days). Because the mechanical
properties of matrix and source layer are the same, the stress
concentration in the seal is not high enough to promote fracture
propagation across the seal. Since the seal is impermeable, the
continuous buildup of fluid pressure does re-orient the principal
stresses in the source layer so that the fractures below the seal
propagate sideways and the seal does not fracture (Figure 5A,
timestep: 750, 75 days).
The second and third simulation in Figures 5B,C show a
different scenario. In this case the weak impermeable seal
(strength 1/5th and 1/10th of matrix) tends to fail concurrently
with the upward propagation of hydrofractures along the
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FIGURE 5 | Figure illustrating the progressive fracture development (from left to right) in three different simulations where the matrix is
shown in red and the fractures shown in blue color [23]. (A) Figures show the development of irregular hydrofractures around an elliptical source
in a weak rock unit. Because the seal has a comparatively high strength the growing fractures cannot propagate into the seal layer and change from a
vertical to a sub-horizontal direction below the seal. This deflection indicates that the impermeable seal influences fluid pressure diffusion and the stress
fields because high fluid pressure gradients build up. (B,C) illustrate the developing fracture patterns correspond to a seal layer that is 0.5 and 0.1
times weaker than the seal shown in simulation (A). The simulations illustrate that the seal with a lower strength has a higher probability of seal failure
and as a consequence vertical fractures propagate through the seal. With time the vertically growing fractures from the source zone link up with the
fragmented parts of the much weaker seal layer.
pressure gradient. Figure 5B shows an intermediate case of
fracture patterns between the extremes shown in Figures 5A,C.
Even though the impermeability of the seal layer is a prerequisite
for the generation of fluid pressure gradients below the seal,
the actual failure of a seal is highly dependent on the presence
of vertical discontinuities within the seal layer. Reduction in
strength of the seal layer leads to vertical hydrofractures that
gradually form from horizontal fractures.
The patterns of simulation 5a are similar to field examples
of hydrofractures where large veins develop in the basement
of the Oman Mountains in relatively weak schist. The veins
are thick and show orientations that are very similar to the
hydrofractures in the simulated examples, they look like sheets
and steep conjugate shear like fractures.
In the following, we illustrate how tectonic deformation, fluid
pressure gradients and gravity can influence the development of
fracture networks in multilayer systems (Figure 6). The model
setup consists of four hard layers of low permeability that are
interbedded in a regular sequence with soft permeable layers.
The model contains the same default values of the material
parameters that are used in the last three simulations, however
the Young’s modulus of the impermeable layers is considered to
be five times higher than that of the permeable layers (Table 1).
For the first 250 days the model was subjected to gravity and
fluid pressure input in order to build up a realistic hydraulic
gradient in the system. Fluid pressure at the top of the box is set to
0MPa whereas the bottom boundary is set to 10MPa (assuming
hydrostatic pressures). After 250 days a lateral tensile strain was
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Figure shows a simulation with several stiff layers, a fluid
source at the bottom of the model and a horizontal component of extension.
Fractures are shown in blue. During the first time step fracturing is mainly
taking place in the stiffer layers. From the second figure onwards a fault
develops that nucleates at the fluid source and propagates upwards
connecting all layers and draining the system. In the stiff layers vertical
fractures develop with a defined spacing. One time-step in the model
corresponds to 0.1 days. The observed pattern is very similar to the field
example (Figure 7B). (B) Shows the resultant directional fluid field, where fluid
drains through the system along the connected pathway. The fluid pathway is
shown for the third time slice in the simulations shown in (A).
introduced in the system, with a horizontal constant extension
rate in order to model tectonic forcing and fluid pressure rise up
to lithostatic levels (27MPa).
Once tectonic strain builds up, the hard layers fracture and
develop a characteristic spacing, whereas the soft permeable
matrix does not fracture. After 3040 days and an extension of
0.54m the fluid pressure gradients are high enough to fracture the
soft matrix and a larger scale fracture develops that propagates
through the first layers. The hard layers show a clear spacing
of fractures and the larger scale fracture is running through the
whole system linking the bottom of the simulation with the top
and producing a fluid pathway. With progressive deformation
the upward growing fractures interact with the local fractures
in the hard layers and eventually turn into large-scale normal
faults that run through the whole layer pack. This observation
is consistent with field example in the Oman Mountains where
faults are often associated with vein sets and affirms that the same
deformation sequence is responsible for some of the veins and
fault sets. The draining of the system by the permeable large-
scale fault can also be observed in Figure 6B illustrating the
development of fluid pathways through the model. Note that the
local layer perpendicular fractures are not part of this large-scale
fluid cell. Our model shows a behavior that is often observed in
real system and can also be found in the Oman mountains. Layer
perpendicular veins develop first but they are mainly associated
with local fluid flow and develop because of the mechanical
properties of specific layers. If the spacing is uniform this implies
that tectonic forces are the main driver for these structures. Once
strain becomes larger and fluid pressures are involved, the vein
network develops into mature large-scale faults that localize fluid
flow and can drain a high pressure system. This scenario may be
present in the Oman mountains where layer perpendicular veins
develop in hard carbonate beds and large-scale normal faults cut
through the whole sequence and seem to drain deeper fluids [64].
In this section we present outcrop analogs of fluid filled
fractures or veins observed in the Oman Mountains in Oman
[69–71] and discuss the contrasting driving forces, fluid pressure,
gravity and tectonic stresses that may be active during the
formation of these structures. The Oman Mountains are
thought to have experienced significantly high fluid pressures
[64, 68, 72] and are composed of a Permian to Cretaceous
well-bedded dolomite and limestone sequence that overlies
pre-Permian basement rocks. The geological history includes
southwards directed overthrusting of the Oman ophiolite
sequence, a large-scale extensional event, the development of
several strike slip systems and the final uplift of the mountains
[64, 69–71, 73]. Especially extension and strike slip deformation
were accompanied by several generations of regional fractures
and faults, which are cemented with calcite and minor quartz.
Bedding perpendicular vein sets often follow stress oriented
anastomosing patterns with regular spacing showing single
extensional or conjugate extensional shear patterns [59]. These
regularly spaced patterns seem to be overprinted by chaotic
and very closely spaced veins that indicate the existence of
high fluid pressure gradients. Fracture/vein localization seems
to be influenced by the layer succession, where deformation is
commonly linked to competent carbonate beds or along the layer
interfaces (Figure 7A). Figure 7 shows both, layer perpendicular
veining across a competent bed and layer parallel veining along
the lower and upper boundaries of the competent bed. The
bedding parallel veins are thought to be partly associated with
the permutation of the effective stress field due to high fluid
pressures. Moreover, most of the faults that are associated
with vein sets appear to act as fluid flow contributors showing
increased veining along the fault plane (Figure 7B) [64].
In Figure 8 we show three outcrop examples of vein sets
that we think show different driving forces, where outcrop
photographs are shown in Figures 8A,C,E and fracture patterns
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Bedding normal and parallel calcite veins in a limestone layer from the Oman Mountains. The layer is about 10 cm thick. (B) Example of a
normal fault in the Oman Mountains (width of view is 2m). In this case one can observe that a set of extension veins develops first which are later on cut by
a normal fault. Veins and faults both seem to form in the same stress field.
are redrawn in Figures 8B,D,F. Figures 8A,B shows linear vein
sets of well-defined spacing in a bedding plane on the very
top of the sedimentary sequence in the Oman Mountains. The
outcrop is situated just below a large-scale thrust where the
Oman ophiolite with some exotic sedimentary units was thrust
over the Permian to Cretaceous sequence. Though the veins in
the layer follow several orientations they overall show a clear
direction and spacing. We interpret the regularity of the pattern
to reflect a heterogeneous stress field as a function of tectonic
stresses indicating that fluid pressure was not the dominant
pattern forming force. These structures should be termed tectonic
fractures/veins, they may be fluid assisted but clear indicators
are missing. The second example in Figures 8C,D shows veins
in another locality of the same sequence as those shown
in Figure 8A. In this case the veins still show a systematic
orientation. However, the intensity of the veins is spatially highly
variable, so that some of the veins form patches where the host-
rock cannot be seen anymore. We argue that such a feature
indicates that fluid pressure gradients start to become more
important in the production of the veins. Especially the patches
of vein material may be formed by local cells of high fluid
pressure. Therefore, in contrast to Figure 8A, the veins shown in
Figure 8C may be termed fluid assisted tectonic fractures/veins
since fluid pressure is important but some orientation symmetry
is still present indicating an influence of tectonic stresses. Finally,
the veins exposed in the basement rocks (pre-Permian) of the
Oman Mountains are shown in Figures 8E,F. These veins are
found to be very thick, jagged, and highly chaotic. Some of the
veins are sub-horizontal while others follow a vertical zig-zag
pattern. Neither spacing nor any preferred orientation are visible
that may indicate the influence of tectonic stresses. In this case it
is clear that high fluid pressure gradients and gravity did play the
main role in pattern formation, which promotes the hypothesis
that the developed veins are real hydrofractures.
Discussion
The proposed two-dimensional hybrid hydro-elastic model
successfully reproduces realistic patterns of fractures and faults
that are associated with fluid pressure gradients as well as
gravity and tectonic loading. The coupled model inherits a two-
way feedback between the continuum and elastic domains and
imitates the evolution of field scale veins and fracture networks
in a layered sedimentary system. The presence of large pressure
gradients due to permeability contrasts between the seal and the
surrounding layers, and the dynamic link between fluid pressure
and fracture growth causes oscillations of the stress field in the
adjacent rock units immediately after a fracture forms.
In the first example we compare the numerical results with
bedding parallel and irregular vein sets in layered limestone as
shown in Figures 7A, 8E. It is observed that heterogeneity in
the lithology and mechanical properties e.g., Young’s modulus
and breaking strength distribution influence the evolution of
buoyancy, fracture patterns and localization in seal and host
rock layers. It is well established that hydrofractures in layered
sedimentary rock sequences are more likely to develop in
and propagate through stiff rather than soft layers due to
concentration of stresses in the stiffer layers.
The layer contact is also considered to be an important
parameter that represents a discontinuity in the matrix. Layer
contacts in the solid continua tend to break easier and are case
sensitive to the elevated effective stress gradient and tend to open
up and thus influence the pattern formation of growing fractures
[74, 75]. In our simulation, a high contrast in mechanical and
material properties between the layers causes a weak bedding
contact that fails once it is subject to high fluid pressure gradients.
Most cap rocks in fluid filled layered reservoirs are shales that
are composed of parallel-aligned clay minerals. Compaction and
other diagenetic processes during the evolution of basins may
result in further reduction of the clay’s permeability, an increase
in stiffness or the development of mechanical weak pockets in
intrinsic strength [66], which may further alter the conditions of
fracturing in layered reservoirs over time.
In this contribution we are simulating uniaxial strain models
(gravity loading in undrained or tectonically relaxed basins), in
which the minor horizontal stress σh increases with increasing
Pf as consequence of poroelastic effects and eventually favors the
propagation of fractures in the horizontal direction, a scenario
that is usually associated with accretionary wedges [39, 76]. In
the presence of a free upper surface the derived stress field
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FIGURE 8 | Different vein patterns in the uppermost Cretaceous carbonate units (A–D) and pre-Permian rocks (E,F) of the Oman Mountains. (A)
Photograph of well-oriented and regularly spaced linear vein geometries exhibiting a dominant influence of tectonic stresses, (B) sketch of the vein pattern showing
clear spacing and orientation. (C) Photograph of a layer surface showing calcite patches surrounded by regularly spaced veins indicating that fluid pressure and
tectonic stresses interacted, with local high fluid pressure gradients producing the patches. (D) Sketch of (C) illustrating a narrow spacing of veins and patches with
100% mineralization. (E) Thick basement veins that have zigzag geometries indicating a dominant role of fluid pressure gradients and gravity. (F) Sketch of e
illustrating the chaotic geometry of the veins in the basement.
faces relatively less resistance in the vertical direction so that
the system may expand vertically. If stresses are confined in
the horizontal direction σh may become larger in magnitude
than σv so that conditions for horizontal fracture propagation
are approached [50]. Bedding parallel veins have generally been
attributed to represent local principal stress permutations as a
function of basinal supra-hydrostatic fluid pressure [64]. One
should however note that seal thickness is also pivotal for pattern
formation and fracture spacing. The strength distribution of the
matrix is another crucial material property that can regulate the
dynamics of induced fractures and is commonly simplified in
numerical studies. A weaker seal layer will likely fail in a vertical
direction during the ascending growth of fractures and will thus
contribute to channeling of pressurized fluid flow across the seal
to more permeable layers. Conversely a seal with a comparably
high strength turns up to be a stress barrier to the vertically
propagating fractures. Restriction in fracture propagation results
in an increase in fluid pressure, which may cause a switch in
the direction of principal effective stresses in the permeable host
layer and subsequently divert the growth of the initially vertically
induced fractures to near horizontal fracture sets. This situation
is reached during the emplacement of sills where fluid pressure
is at or above the lithostatic [77]. This observation is consistent
with Flekkøy et al. [24], who state that in a geological context a
vertical permeability variation is not enough to induce cap rock
fracturing if the fluid pressure is the only driving force but that
the background heterogeneity in the material properties is also
important.
The developing fracture patterns in the simulations depend
strongly on the fluid pressure gradient. This is inconsistent with
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the idea that fluid pressure in rocks only moves the Mohr circle
toward the tensile regime to induce extensional fractures [50].
This simplification leads to the wrong prediction of patterns
and does not separate a fracture that is produced by fluid
pressure gradients from a fracture that is produced by tectonic
stresses. Our model shows that fluid pressure gradients can be
extremely important in pattern formation (Figure 9). In the
presence of fluid pressure gradients, gravity and tectonic stresses,
it is observed that a whole set of fracture patterns can develop
depending on the dominant driving force in the system. Fractures
that are produced by fluid pressure gradients only can look
fundamentally different from tectonically induced fractures.
It is also evident that permeability as such is a dynamic
property that changes simultaneously with the deformation of
an overpressure system. Fracture networks in Figure 6 show
that there is a strong correlation between layer perpendicular
fracturing and faulting. Layered systems that are subjected
to non-hydrostatic tectonic stresses in the presence of high
fluid pressure gradients along anisotropies undergo a transition
from layer fracturing to large scale shearing [78]. Fracturing
in the model takes place on the local scale whereas faulting
seems to drain the whole system and forms a large-scale
connectivity [19]. Vertical fractures in stiff layers accommodate
the additional strain locally with only a minor increase in stress,
however under the prevailing conditions of fluid overpressure the
differential stress can increase up to a critical limit leading to the
development of large-scale faults. The stress drops significantly
when the whole system fails along large-scale normal faults and
high fluid pressure gradients along the fault may weaken the
fault plane [79]. This has strong correlation with fluid drain
where the growing fractures and the fluid pressure in the system
influence each other depending on the effective permeability of
the interconnected fracture network. This behavior is similar to
what is observed in the Oman Mountains, where veins and faults
correlate and stable isotopes seems to indicate that faults drain
the system [64]. After their formation the faults usually behave as
plastic systems and deter any further stress accumulation unless
they are fully healed by the mineralization of the fracturing fluid.
This phenomenon has strong influences on the strength of the
fault planes and the subsequent earthquake events which may
sometime turn into catastrophic failure [54].
The process of hydrofracturing has direct applications in
many fields e.g., Geothermal reservoirs [80–82], normal oil and
gas reservoirs, or CO2 sequestration [83], where formation fluid
pressure gradients play a role in cap-rock failure or permeability
creation for the transport of pressurized fluid. We believe that
FIGURE 9 | Summary figure illustrating different fracture patterns that develop below and in a competent vs. an incompetent seal and fracture and
fault patterns that develop in a layered sequence that is extended. Hydrofractures tend to develop around sources of high fluid pressures where fluid pressure
gradients fracture the matrix or bend competent layers leading to fractures. During extension fractures are well spaced along the beds and at higher strain faults
connect different layers and drain systems of high fluid pressure.
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our model can form a basis for better understanding of the
influence of fluid pressure gradients and tectonic stresses on the
development of natural fractures in reservoirs. In subsequent
work we will expand the model to look more closely at seismic
patterns that develop under variable boundary conditions.
In conclusion, our coupled numerical model can simulate
the dynamic evolution of hydrofracturing. The model can
reproduce realistic geometries of the field scale fracture and vein
networks and demonstrates how the pattern changes depending
on the material properties (i.e., stiffness and breaking strength
distribution) and the applied external forces e.g., high fluid
pressure gradient, gravity and lateral tectonic forces. Results
of the model indicate that layers of low permeability may
result in local perturbation of the effective stress field in host
rocks and subsequently causes diversion of the direction of
growing hydrofractures. Hydrofracturing in the model produces
a non-static permeability in an over-pressured system, where
the permeability does adjust to the local fluid pressures and
accordingly the evolved stresses. We tested the model for
a number of different combinations of high fluid pressure
gradients, gravity and tectonic stresses to produce complex
patterns. We are able to define the first proxies that can be
used to determine whether natural fracture, vein and fault
networks aremainly due to tectonic stresses or high fluid pressure
gradients.
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